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USERS COMMENTS
IF YOU WERE A USER OR REALLY KNOW
ABOUT SURELOCK WHEELCHAIR HUB
LOCKS, YOU WOULD HAVE SOMETHING TO
SAY. YOUR COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS
ARE APPRECIATED:
Flip through our catalog of comments and see
What others have had to say:

Leon Callahan
leonsjc@gmail.com
Web site:
mogowheelchairs.com.au

Hello Jack:
“I hope you are well. (nice consideration for the other person)
Many apologies, this email is way overdue, I have just sold a set of your brakes….
1st off I really like your brakes, (bought three sets) I believe they work well and look good.
I thougt it would be easier to give you a bit of a list of my thoughts and some of the customer feed back on
some of it too.
“I love the fact you make and supply an axle bar clamp to suit chair and locking pin mount, this is brilliant– I
really like the lever system that you use, needed no adjustment, very easy to activate and easy to mount, I did
find it a little bulky, customer feedback on this, (then Leon mentions another hub lock maker who copied
ours. Ours was registered first in 1998 and October 30, 2001 we must say that people like to copy good things)
...even though yours was much easier to activate.
The lock rings mounted great to the Roundbetty wheels and looked factory, are they available in plain alloy
finish? (yes, they come in polished 6061-T6 aluminum) and how do they mount to other hubs? (we have designed our hub-locking system to practically every type of wheel including the X-core three spoke composite
wheel)
Locking pins, nice set up, no real complaints here. (then Leon mentioned the other maker which we don’t)
Cost was good no probs here. …
All in all I think you make a great produce and I believe I would like to push Surelock more now that there are
new funding systems in place, I showed them to a Pediatric therapist recently and she loved them. This is one
I am about to order a set for that client and think it would be worth while trying to grab another set or two to
make shipping worthwhile.
Again apologies for the delays in feedback Kind regards Leon. (thank you Leon for your observations)
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Stephen Feldman
In the adaptive equipment industry, handcycles get most of the glory and
attention. They have an undeniable wow factor. Riding my handcycle in
Central Park in New York City never fails to attract stares of delights from
people who’ve just spotted one for the first time. But you know what?
“everyday” wheelchairs can be cool, too.
I am the wheelchair specialist here at Bike-On. My relationship with wheelchairs began 30 years ago as the era of black-and-white hospital-style
clunkers was giving way to the dawn of today’s Technicolor modern custom
made ultra-lightweights. I brought with me the same interest in discovering
the best wheelchairs and accessories available as I did as a guitarist, who
as a teenager drooled over guitar catalogs -- an equally keen interest in
both style and function. My first wheelchair was a fast-handling Quickie finished in an eye-grabbing candy-apple metallic red with matching translucent
red casters.
The wheelchair market continues to evolve and the seemingly endless array
of products and options is daunting even to experienced consumers. Having
never taken my eye off on what the industry has to offer and recognizing the
crucial importance of listening to the customer’s needs, my role is more facilitator than salesperson. With a graduate school degree in counseling, I
know the importance of listening and asking the right questions. Working in
close collaboration with my customers, the end result is always the right
chair, the one that feels like an extension of your body. And, needless to
say, at the BEST price!
Reach me at Stephen@bike-on.com, or (888) 424-5366 x104

Stephen suggested we take the mounting bracked that is attached to
the chair and put our lock-pin system right in front of the axle as
shown by the red circle. We designed and made the part which produced the lightest and best hub-locking system to date. Tilite is
grateful for his suggestion as it contributes to their sales and Surelock’s sales.
Stephen’s comment from some time back:
“If you want to get the take of another Tilite ZR/Surelock user you
can contact Jim Cesario. Jim works at Mount Sinai running their
SCE outreach program. He fell in love with my set-up and was determined to order a set of Surelocks for his brand new ZR, which his
insurance covered in full. Jim’s been in a chair even longer than I
have.. And that’s a long time! You might even find his name
amongst the “begats” in the Book of Genesis. He told me that since
getting the Surelocks he finds himself using them all the time, a lot
more than when he just had a set “
” cissor locks which I think he
avoided using except when absolutely necessary”
As you can see from the pictures below we have developed many
types of locking systems over the years.

